Saccadic eye movement and visual pathways function in diabetic patients.
We assessed saccadic eye movements (SEM) and the visual evoked potentials (VEP) with the aim to evaluate whether a correlation exist between SEM and visual pathways function, in insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) patients. In IDDM patients we observed significantly longer SEM latency, while SEM velocity and accuracy were similar to those of the controls; VEP showed a significant delay of the latencies and significant reduction of the amplitudes in IDDM patients no relationship between SEM and VEP parameters were found. In conclusion SEM latency delay suggest an impairment of the saccadic eye movement system, while impaired VEP may be ascribed to a dysfunction of the visual pathways. The lack of correlation between VEP impairment and SEM latency delay suggests that in our IDDM patients the delay of saccadic latency could be ascribed to a difuse neuronal problem exceeding the visual pathways disfunction.